The Modern Roman Shade

BEFORE

AFTER

Fabric Marrakesh | Color Medina
Operating System UltraGlide®
Shown in 4" Full Fold

STACKING STYLE
FULL FOLD

What Makes
A Modern
Roman Shade?
Vignette® Modern Roman Shades offer exquisite woven fabrics,
sourced from across the globe, and are specially engineered
to provide years of reliable beauty in every window they adorn.
Luxurious sheer, light-filtering and room-darkening fabrics
maintain uniform folds with the added benefit of
no exposed cords on the back of any Vignette shade.
Incomparable operating systems make these
modern shades the most innovative in the industry today.
Luxurious. Uncluttered. Consistent. Innovative.
Vignette Modern Roman Shades.

Fabric Drake | Color Ash
Operating System UltraGlide®
Shown in 4" Full Fold

VIGNETTE® DUOLITE®
WITH SHEER FABRIC

Introducing
Vignette Duolite
®

®

Vignette® Modern Roman Shades take light and privacy control
an ingenious step further with the extraordinary Duolite® system.
It combines a flat fold shade with a room-darkening
back panel that both roll into a single headrail.
Once the front shade is completely lowered, the back panel
can be deployed to achieve varying levels of light and privacy.
Vignette Duolite shades are offered in the rolling style, and
exclusively feature the 6" flat fold in sheer and light-filtering fabrics.

Fabric Leela | Color Escape
Operating System PowerView ® Motorization
Shown in 6" Flat Fold

Back Panel Fully Raised

Back Panel Partially Lowered

Back Panel Fully Lowered

VIGNETTE® DUOLITE ®
WITH LIGHT-FILTERING FABRIC

Regular Roll

Choices in Light Control

The Vignette® Duolite® front shade and
room-darkening back panel both roll into
a single headrail for the ultimate in light
and privacy control.

Jewelstone and Sheer Linen fabrics allow
some view to the outside, while still
maintaining a discreet level of privacy. Lower
the room-darkening panel for complete privacy.
Fabric Jewelstone | Color Kyanite
Operating System PowerView ® Motorization
Shown in 6" Flat Fold

VIGNETTE® DUOLITE ®
WITH LIGHT-FILTERING FABRIC

Privacy Options
When fully lowered, Vignette® Duolite® creates a tranquil, restful environment.

Fabric Belfast Linen | Color Mink
Operating System PowerView ® Motorization
Shown in 6" Flat Fold

ROLLING STYLE
FLAT FOLD

Fabric Jewelstone | Color Carnelian
Operating System PowerView ® Motorization
Shown in 6" Flat Fold

ROLLING STYLE
FLAT FOLD

Modern, Contemporary, Transitional
Sleek 6" flat fold shades roll up and away for maximum outside views.

Fabric India Silk | Color Taj
Operating System LiteRise®
Shown in 6" Flat Fold

ROLLING STYLE
FULL FOLD

Natural Woven Fabrics
Choose from Prairie, Pampa or Savannah in a variety of on-trend colors.

Fabric Pampa | Color Chia
Operating System PowerView ® Motorization
Shown in 4" Full Fold

STACKING STYLE
FULL FOLD

Fabric Cascade | Color Bashful
Operating System PowerView ® Motorization
Shown in 4" Full Fold

STACKING STYLE
FULL FOLD

Specialty Shapes
Vignette® shades can cover angles, arches and a variety of specialty-shaped windows.

Fabric Brooklyn Tweed | Color Vintage Suede
Operating System LiteRise®
Shown in 4" Full Fold

STACKING STYLE
FULL FOLD

Exterior View
Vignette® Modern Roman Shades maintain their clean appearance with no exposed cords on the back.

Fabric Newport Linen | Color Seaport
Operating System UltraGlide®
Shown in 4" Full Fold Room Darkening

STYLE COMPARISON

ROLLING STYLE

Rolling Style
• Only Roman shade without any internal
lift cords
• Shade rolls into headrail to maintain a
consistent look regardless of position
in the window
• Fabric-Covered Headrail allows shade to
roll up and away for unobstructed view

Fully Raised

Partially Lowered

Fully Lowered

Shade rolls into headrail for unobstructed view.

Shade panel rolls off the front when lowered.

Shade shifts back toward window for added privacy.

Fully Raised

Partially Lowered

Fully Lowered

Shade stacks neatly like a typical Roman shade.

Shade remains uniformly stacked when lowered.

Shade fits tightly in the window with minimal edge gaps.

STACKING STYLE
Stacking Style
• Only stacking Roman shade without exposed
lift cords on the back of the shade
• Shade stacks neatly when raised or lowered
• Fabric-covered, low-profile headrail houses
innovative operating systems

THE MOST INNOVATIVE ROMAN SHADE IN THE INDUSTRY, VIGNETTE ® SHADES OFFER...

THE VIGNETTE ® ADVANTAGE

Richly Woven Fabrics

Low Maintenance

Vignette ® Shades

Other Roman Shades

Select from subtle weaves and luxurious textures that reflect the look
and feel of natural linen and silk fabrics.

Easy to maintain, 100% polyester fabrics are durable and steamable.

Precision engineering ensures a uniform, clean appearance.

High-maintenance fabric folds and dangling lift cords.

ROLLING STYLE

STACKING STYLE

Quick Delivery

Versatility

Vignette ® Shades

Other Roman Shades

Custom, made-to-measure Vignette® Modern Roman Shades are delivered
within weeks.

Two Roman fold styles ingeniously roll or stack, and feature fabric-covered headrails.

Designed with safety in mind—no exposed cords on the back of any shade.

Exposed cords and grommets create irregular, cluttered appearance.

LIGHT/PRIVACY CONTROL

Sheer Fabrics

Room-Darkening Fabrics

Allows view-through and natural light in, while
maintaining a discreet level of privacy.

Provide maximum light/privacy control.
Perfect for bedrooms, media rooms and
home theaters. Room-darkening side panels
provide additional privacy as shown.

Light-Filtering Fabrics

Duolite ® Dual Opacity

Create soft, ambient light by filtering natural
light and dispersing it throughout the room.

Seamlessly combines two opacities in one
shade, providing a room-darkening option
when desired.

OPERATING SYSTEMS

PowerView ® Motorization
• Wireless operating system controlled via the PowerView App or
remote control
• No operating cords for a safer environment for children and pets
• Allows for programming of Scenes or personal shade settings
that operate automatically

• Battery-operated and plug-in power options available
• Integrates with other smart-home solutions for a
fully connected home
• Minimal edge gaps

LiteRise ®

UltraGlide ®

EasyRise ™

• Cordless manual operation for premium
child and pet safety

• Single retractable cord for enhanced
child safety

• Continuous cord loop for easy operation

•C
 lean, refined look from top to bottom
with minimal edge gaps

• Adjustable cord length for convenient,
safe operation

• Cord tensioner mounts to window frame
for enhanced child safety

It’s your home.
Take control like never before.

Your control

Color selection

Good
Morning

P EB B L E® A N D SU R FAC E R EM OT E

P OW E RV I E W® A P P

The stylish and colorful handheld Pebble®
Remote or the wall-mounted Surface Remote
puts direct adjustment at your fingertips.
Operate individual or groups of shades
with the push of a button.

Customize your collection of Rooms and
Scenes with the App, then use the scheduling
feature to operate them whether you’re
home or away. It’s designed for compatibility
with Apple® iOS and Android™ tablets and
mobile devices.

System control

Good
Morning

P E B B L E A N D S U R FA C E
SCENE CONTROLLER
When your tablet or smartphone isn’t handy,
the Scene Controller works seamlessly with
the PowerView® Hub and App to trigger the
Scenes you’ve created, adding even more
convenient control.

P E B B L E® C O LO R S E L E C T I O N

P OW E RV I E W® H U B

P OW E RV I E W® R E P E AT E R

The brilliantly designed Pebble® Remote comes
in 10 eye-catching colors: Citron, Cobalt,
Clear Frost, White, Pewter Frost, Black Matte,
Poppy and new colors: Oyster, Ecru and Mist.
Surface Remote color options (not pictured):
Black Matte, Nickel Matte and White Matte.

Our elegantly designed Hub connects
wirelessly to your home WiFi network.
It’s the central point of control for all your
home’s PowerView® window treatments,
storing your settings and activating
your Scenes.

The Repeater is a small signal enhancer that
discreetly plugs into almost any outlet to
extend signal range and carry commands
throughout your home. It also provides
customized lighting day and night via its
illumination feature.

DESIGN OPTIONS

Duolite ®

Top-Down/Bottom-Up

Two-On-One Headrail

Specialty Shapes

4" Full Fold

Accents by the Yard ™

•D
 ual opacity system features a rolling flat
fold shade and a room-darkening back panel
in one headrail

• Can be lowered from the top down, or
bottom up for greater range of light control

• Two fabric panels operate independently on
one headrail

• Arch, angle and other specialty shapes

• Dimensional, soft cascading fabric folds

• Cut yardage available in all fabrics and colors

• All specialty shape shades are non-operable

• Available in 4" full fold, stacking style, in
light-filtering or room-darkening fabrics

•O
 ffered with select manual operating systems
in rolling and stacking styles

• Available in both rolling and stacking styles

• Perfect for creating coordinated accessories
such as side treatments, pillows and bedding

6" Flat Fold

• Available in flat goods and wider widths at
cost-effective pricing

• Once front shade is completely lowered,
back panel can be positioned to achieve
desired level of light/privacy control

• Available in 4" full fold and 6" flat fold in
all opacities

• Inside mount applications only

• Non-dimensional, flattened fabric folds
• Only available in rolling style

MOUNTING PROFILES
Stacking Headrail

Stacking Headrail
• Ideal for shallow mounting depths
• To set proper mounting expectations, use the provided
Headrail Mounting Guide tool
• For more details, refer to your Hunter Douglas Reference Guide

Fully Recessed

Partially Recessed

Outside Mount

Rolling Headrail

Rolling Headrail
• Ideal for unobstructed view
• To set proper mounting expectations, use the provided
Headrail Mounting Guide tool
• For more details, refer to your Hunter Douglas Reference Guide

Fully Recessed

Partially Recessed

Outside Mount

THE WHOLE HOUSE SOLUTION ™
DESIGNED FOR ROOMS WITH HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL WINDOWS
Featured products: Vignette Modern Roman Shades and Luminette Privacy Sheers
®

Fabric Sheer Linen | Color White Dawn
Operating System PowerView ® Motorization

®

American Design
and Craftsmanship

Designed with
Safety in Mind

Lifetime
Guarantee

For over 70 years, Hunter Douglas
has offered customers the finest,
customized window fashions. Keeping
that in mind, our products are designed
and assembled with relentless attention
to quality in the USA and Canada.

It is a Hunter Douglas priority to design
products that are safer for infants, young
children and pets. It’s why Hunter Douglas
has been the pioneer in developing
innovative cordless systems and smart
shade technology for your home.

As an expression of our desire to
provide you with a fully satisfying
experience, all products are backed
by a Lifetime Limited Warranty. For
enduring quality and a sound investment
in your home, insist on Hunter Douglas.
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